Norrie State and Mills
Memorial State Parks in Staatsburg, The Point, despite the disappearance of the trumpet vine and wisteria that once climbed the
veranda, still offers an initial poetic Gothic impression. Often described as riddled with decay and deterioration, the villa is presently
undergoing the first steps of restoration.
The Point was one of the most important villas in America
completed by Calvert Vaux who, along with Frederick Law
Olmsted, designed Central Park. Vaux also worked on the adjacent
Metropolitan Museum of Art as well as the American Museum of
Natural History. The architect was so pleased with the design for
the Hoyts, the owners of The Point, that he included it as “Design
No. 31. Picturesque Stone Country House,” in his 1857 Villas and
Cottages, giving it the most extensive description in the book.
Built in 1855 for 13,200 dollars with locally quarried bluestone,
The Point, so named for the slim peninsula on which it is sited, was
the summer home of Lydig Monson and Geraldine Livingston
Hoyt, whose family lived there until 1963.
Geraldine Livingston grew up next door at Staatsburgh House
with her parents, Maturin and Margaret Livingston, both descendants of Robert Livingston, First Lord of Livingston Manor. Lydig
and Geraldine married in 1842 and lived at Staatsburgh House with
her parents until 1855 when they began dividing their time between
a townhouse at 111 West Fourteenth Street in New York City and
their new home designed by Vaux.
The land for The Point was assembled by Lydig, who combined
acreage given to his wife by her mother with several purchased contiguous farms. It was not until Geraldine’s fifth child was born in
1855 that the couple had cobbled together enough property, total-
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O P P O S I T E Architect Robert Palmer Huntington added his
imprint on The Point at the turn of the twentieth century, departing
from Calvert Vaux’s design in favor of a more classical style.
A B O V E Calvert Vaux’s engraving “Design No. 31. Picturesque Stone
Country House,” from his 1857 book, Villas and Cottages, illustrates
the charm and poetic nature of the original design for The Point.

ing eighty-seven acres, to be able to hire one of the most prominent
architects of the day to design the home and extensive grounds that
would reflect their aesthetic and social status.
In 1850, A. J. Downing met Calvert Vaux, while he was in England searching for a complimentary partner to join his practice.
Downing and Vaux, as the firm was called, practiced in America
until A. J. Downing’s premature death in 1852. While on a boat
ride down the Hudson, the ship caught fire from overheated engines and Downing drowned trying to save fellow passengers. Vaux
soon formed a new partnership with Frederick Withers; Vaux and
Withers is the signature on many of the early drawings of The
Point. It is during the construction of the Hoyts’ house that Vaux,
with Olmsted, won the competition for Central Park.
According to A. J. Downing in his 1850 book, The Architecture of
Country Houses, “What we mean by a villa in the United States is
a country house of a person of competence or wealth sufficient
to build and maintain it with some taste and elegance . . . a house
of larger accommodation, requiring the care of at least three or
more servants.” The mid-nineteenth century was marked by the
use of a vast array of color and texture previously unheard of in
America. Vaux, an architect trained in England during the early
Victorian period, influenced the evolution of American architecture with this inspired project.
At The Point, Vaux presented a compendium of Picturesque and
Romantic details, including many borrowed from the Gothic period
in Europe. The Hoyts’ home featured quatrefoils and verge boards
for the gables, a synthesis of disparate elements from previous decades all melded into a successful nineteenth-century composition.
Juxtaposed with these elements were many bold and unconventional effects using a varied palette and textures. The contrast between the cool weathered bluestone and the reddish brownstone
with the different finishes and textures of the roof slates, all married with a dark red pointing mortar, created polychrome stripes.
Many of the inventions at The Point were forerunners to Le
Corbusier’s “machine for living” of the next century: running water, heat, cooling, and air circulation were manipulated through
multiple modern devices. Vaux also introduced hoods and awnings
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above the windows and verandas to block or allow the sun to enter.
These components were borrowed from British Regency buildings
of the early nineteenth century. For The Point, they were made of
sheet metal and painted in stripes to approximate canvas awnings.
“A well-balanced irregularity” was Vaux’s goal in the design process that is illustrated throughout the exterior of the house. A formal set of massive symmetrical gables greets the visitor and draws
the eye to an animated roof line, punctuated by bands of colored
slate. In contrast to the former more academic architectural style,
Greek Revival, the overall spirit of The Point is one of whimsy.
Proceeding north on the Hudson in 1869, Vaux worked for two
years with landscape painter Frederic Edwin Church on the design
for his home, Olana. Here, he featured many of the philosophical
and intellectual conceits found at the Hoyts’ home, paired with a
fantastical Persian design vocabulary. Vaux later went on to redesign the landscape at Wilderstein.
Ownership of the house passed to Geraldine and four surviving
children upon Lydig’s death in 1868. When Geraldine died in 1897
the estate was given to her son Gerald and his wife, Mary, who transformed the interiors of the house to fit with turn-of-the-century
tastes. By this time, the charming style that was the core of Vaux’s
principles of design had fallen out of fashion and was replaced by a
return to a more formal symmetry with classical references.
The transformation of the first-floor interiors was at this time undertaken by Robert Palmer Huntington, a consulting partner at the
architecture firm Hoppin and Koen. The founding partners, Fran222

cis Hoppin and Terence A. Koen, were alumni of McKim, Mead &
White, which was concurrently working to enlarge the neighboring
Staatsburgh House for Ruth Livingston and Ogden Mills.
Robert Huntington grew up summering in Rhinebeck at Bois
Doré. He married Helen Gray Dinsmore in 1892 at The Locusts,
her family’s home near The Point in Staatsburg. Working briefly in
finance for J. Pierpont Morgan, he capriciously switched careers to
that of gentleman architect in 1896. In 1910, he and his wife moved
into Hopeland House, the Tudor Revival home he had designed for
his family. Here his daughter, Helen, was courted by Vincent Astor,
whom she married in 1914 before moving into Ferncliff.
While the Vaux-designed interiors on the first floor of The
Point are obscured by Huntington’s renovation, the second floor
maintains original details, such as the simple but robust molding
of the mid-nineteenth century, which hugs the tops of the doors
and windows. Rarely seen is such a juxtaposition of incompatible
styles. The plethora of swags, pilasters, floral bouquets, and broken pediments introduced by Huntington were exactly what Vaux
had been militantly working to eradicate.
Lydig, Jr., inherited the property in 1927 and lived there until 1959. He had served as private secretary to Whitelaw Reid,
Ambassador to the Court of St. James’s in London. Upon the
death of Lydig, Jr., his wife, Helen, resided there alone until 1963
when, despite her protestations, she was pressed to accept 300,000
dollars authorized under the Park and Recreation Acquisition
Bond Act of 1960 as an alternative to condemning the property.

Robert Moses wanted the property to be able to create a string of
acreage connecting Mills Memorial and Norrie State Parks, both
of which the state had previously acquired—the location of the
Hoyts’ home was impeding his goal. The year 1963 was apocalyptic
in the history of architectural preservation, as can be seen in the destruction of Manhattan’s Pennsylvania Station. The tide of public
interest in historic properties had receded just before a demand for
preservation emerged after 1963.
Five decades have passed since The Point came into the stewardship of the New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic
Preservation, which has entertained many potential uses of the site
and its declining structure. In 1974, the house was listed on the
National Register of Historic Places, and in 2008, the Calvert Vaux
Preservation Alliance was formed with the mission of preserving the
architect’s legacy in the Hudson Valley. Grants for stabilization have
been awarded by the State Environmental Protection Fund and
Save America’s Treasures, but this unrivaled architectural landmark
is now in need of further restoration funding.

O P P O S I T E Calvert Vaux chose weathered stone for the house’s
exterior. A B O V E The entrance hall was reimagined by Robert
Palmer Huntington to include classical architectural references.
R I G H T The upstairs hall still retains Calvert Vaux’s signature-canted
doorheads. Vaux wrote, “The hall is amply lighted and is roomy
and open, which is desideratum in the country.”
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